CIHA 2021

February 9th to 11th, 2021
Virtual Conference

Industrial Hygiene: Catalyst for Individual Health and Organizational Growth

REGISTER NOW
KEY ELEMENTS OF CONFERENCE

- IH Exposure assessment strategies & statistics
- Effective Industrial Hygiene program management at manufacturing facilities
- Strengthening EHS leadership & team work
- IH Exposure control techniques
- Noise Exposure assessment & control
- Principles of Industrial ventilation
- Chemical laboratory scale hazard recognition & control
- Basic electrical safety/arc flash with application of NFPA 70E
- Business ethics solutions for EHS professionals
- Improving Exposure Judgement
- Combustible dust hazard identification & control
- Bridging gaps in OH development, opening new horizons
- Applied ergonomics — Applying advance tools in assessments

MAIN REASONS TO ATTEND

- World-class education on topics important to the IH/OH professional which provides a wealth of knowledge and expertise through a varied array of quality, peer-reviewed presentations
- Renowned Speakers and Industry leaders of Occupational Hygiene and HSE field
- Numerous networking opportunities to build professional relationships
- Professional Development Courses by Experts
- Three days of idea generation to address challenges, work more effectively, drive revenue, and improve the bottom line at your organization

Call for Abstract
Contact CIHA
admin@cihaindia.onmicrosoft.com
WHO SHOULD ATTEND
- Industrial Hygienists
- Occupational Health Professionals
- EHS Specialists, Safety Professionals
- Risk Management Professionals
- Professionals responsible for Safety, Health, and the Environment at their organization.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE
- PDC covers two subjects:
  1. IH Ethics
  2. Ventilation systems and related COVID-19 management
  PDC will be delivered by experts from the field.

CONFERENCE FEE
(Register before December 31, 2020 to receive 20% discount)

CIHA/AIHA/IAOH/IOHA Member:
- 2 days conference Rs. 12,000 ($250)
- 1 day PDC Rs. 8,000 ($160)

Non-CIHA/AIHA/IAOH/IOHA Member:
- 2 days conference Rs. 15,000 ($300)
- 1 day PDC Rs. 10,000 ($200)

SPONSORSHIP

Category:
- Silver - (Rs.1,00,000)
- Gold - (Rs.2,00,000)
- Platinum - (Rs.3,00,000)

Benefits:
- Silver - 4 complementary registration to 2 days conference
- Gold - 8 complementary registration to 2 days conference + Slot for a Virtual presentation of the organisation
- Platinum - 12 complementary registration to 2 days conference + Slot for a Virtual presentation of the organisation
- + Video displayed during break

Contact:
- Mr. Amit Rayani - +91-8511558235 | raiyani_amit@yahoo.com
- Mr. Harshal Modi, CSP +91 8866114221 | hsmodi26@yahoo.com
- Jignesh Vadher, +91-8939667163 | jigesh.ehs@gmail.com
- Amit Rayani CIH, +91-8511558235 | raiyani_amit@yahoo.com
- Abhi Misra, CIH, +91-9909891858 | abhi_ehs@hotmail.com
- Hitarth Mehta, +91-7738755024 | h.u.mehta04@gmail.com
- Baiju Verghese, +91-9574342770 | baijuforsafety@gmail.com
- Ghanshyam Kevadiya, +91-8059555586 | shyam_3859@yahoo.co.in

Detailed Agenda with speaker detail will be published by January 1st, 2021.
February 9th to 11th, 2021
Conference on 9th and 10th of February & PDC on 11th February.

Conference Chair
Amit Raiyani, CIH
Joint Secretary, CIHA
+91-8511558235
raiyani_amit@yahoo.com

REGISTER TODAY
CLICK HERE FOR REGISTRATION